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Abstract: The building environment in Egypt is highly vulnerable to damage from earthquakes due to
the rapid and uncontrollable increase of population, coupled with low quality of construction work and
the lack of lows that enforce seismic design regulation. During the last two decades, an extensive use
of a new R.C. building environment has prevailed in Egypt. 12 story buildings are being built in many
districts of the country; that is the maximum height allowed by local authorities in most districts. These
building are built with different configurations and structural systems having varying stiffness parameters
that may have great influence on their seismic behavior. The need to assess the seismic behavior as well
as the vulnerability of this new building environment to damage due to seismic loads is a crucial
demand. The main objective of this study is to assess the effects of varying stiffness coefficients, of both
columns and connecting beams, of this built environment, on its seismic behavior. The study aims to
improve the assessment of seismic hazard through investigating the vulnerability of this category of R.C.
buildings; the seismic vulnerability will be quantified by reviewing damage indices, drift ratios and
capacity curves of these buildings. The study is carried out on a 2-dimensional model of a 12-story
building. Nonlinear dynamic analysis is performed using the computer program IDARC-6.1 (IDARC2D,
2006).
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the fact that it does not lie in a highly active seismic zone, Egypt suffers, from time to time, from
devastating earthquakes. The great losses that occurred due to the moderate earthquakes that hit Egypt, during
the 1990's, had revealed the shortcomings of the building stock in Egypt. Those shortcomings were mainly
recognized as the presence of un-engineered buildings that are not conforming to seismic design codes. The built
of those buildings were mainly driven by the needs of the uncontrolled and rapid increase in population in the
country. Among the actions that the ministry of housing had to take to resolve this situation, were the followings:
1. Enforce that each new building to be in compliance with the seismic design codes.
2. Permit the maximum land use for each building site by allowing the height of each building to be as high
as 1.5 times the width of the facing street, with a maximum height of 36 meter; that is almost 12 story buildings.
Higher buildings than this limit are permitted, in a very limited case for touristic and administrative purposes.

According to these regulations, an extensive use or application of this built environment has prevailed, in
which 12 story buildings are being built in many regions of the country. The structural system of this built
environment is not only dictated by the structural engineers but also by the architectural engineers who may have
demands on the choice of the structural system, according to the expected usage of each floor of the building.
The expected usage, ofeach floor of a building, is controlled by the license permit of the building and by the
owner's needs and economical considerations. Among the structural systems that are used for those 12-story
buildings, in Egypt, the followings are commonly utilized:
1. Reinforced concrete columns and connecting beams supporting solid slabs.
2. Reinforced concrete columns and shear walls supporting flat slabs.

With the extensive usage of this built environment, improper practice has shown up regarding the choice of
the stiffness coefficients of both the connecting beams and the columns of those buildings. The present research
work aims to highlight the effects of some of these inappropriate choices on the overall seismic behavior of this
category of buildings. The current research work emphasizes on the different aspects regarding the seismic
characteristics of the first structural system. Two main factors are thoroughly investigated; these factors are:
1. Variation of the columns stiffness along the height of the building.
2. Variation of the stiffness and steel ratio of the connecting beams.
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The seismic behavior of building models resulting from varying these factors is compared to that of generic
model; that is designed according to latest version of Egyptian seismic design code specification (ECCS 201,
2008). The maximum inter-story drift ratios as well as both the story and overall damage indices are calculated
for each case. The input excitation is chosen among 21 natural ground motions, covering a wide range of
variation of Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) and frequency content of ground motions. Nonlinear time history
analyses of sample buildings are performed using the computer program IDARC2D V.6.1 (IDARC2D, 2006.).
Two dimensional models are employed. Details of the models for sample buildings, and description of the
analytical method are presented. The results are investigated and conclusions are driven in order to highlight the
effects of the improper choice of stiffness coefficients of columns and connecting beams on the overall seismic
performance and damage indices of this extensively used built environment in Egypt.

Seismic Activity in Egypt:
The seismic activity in Egypt has a long history record, and it is ranked as moderate in size. During the last

century almost 500 earthquakes had been recorded within the territory of Egypt. Although the seismic activity
in Egypt entails small hazard, it poses high risk. Cairo had not been seriously affected, during the last century,
by an earthquake such as the one occurred on October 12, 1992.  This 1992 earthquake (M=5.9 and Mw=5.8)
had caused the destruction to thousands of buildings and thousands of casualties and injuries (Fergany, E., 2007).
The big losses that occurred due to that earthquake were attributed to the followings reasons: First, the thick
alluvium Nile deposits that caused great amplification of the ground motion. Second, the lack in seismic design
codes for buildings in Egypt, at that time, and finally, the high dense populations that occupied un-engineered
old buildings. The Aqaba earthquake, occurred on November 22, 1995, with a local magnitude of 6.2 (Mb = 5.9
and Mw = 7.1), shacked the gulf of Ababa, and led to destruction of a number of domestic and touristic buildings
as well as casualties (Elassaly, M., 2000). The non-conforming buildings to seismic engineering codes were
accused for the great loses.

Selection of Natural Ground Motion Excitation:
The limited available local earthquake events that were recorded in Egypt, has led the present research work

to use the available records in the literature. The input excitation, used in the present study, is selected among
21 natural ground motions, presented in Table 1; they represent wide range of intensities and frequency contents
(PEER, 2000). Figure 1 depicts the average response spectrum of the three classes of natural ground motions:
Low, Medium and High frequency content earthquakes. These records were used in a preceding research work
for the author, where the effects of ground motion characteristics on the seismic behavior of RC buildings were
investigated (Elassaly, M., 2005) and (Maher, M., 2009). Based on a preliminary investigation, using those 21
earthquake records, it was found that the type and configuration of the examined buildings, in present research
work, are most vulnerable to low frequency content ground motion. The ground motion (Parkfield/P0030) is
selected as an input excitation for the present study; it represents a Low frequency ground motion with M=6.1,
PGA=0.476g and a/v=0.63.

Sample Buildings: 
Sample buildings are chosen such that they represent the majority of the new building environment in Egypt.

All sample buildings are assumed to have 12 stories, with regular 3 meter floor height. It is assumed that all
sample buildings have regular plans with 5 equal bays with a spacing of 5 meter in the longitudinal and
transverse directions. The base columns are assumed to be fixed to the foundation, for all sample buildings.

The generic building model, Model A, is designed according to the current seismic design code (ECCS 201,
2008). The connecting beams and columns, of Model A, are chosen such that they have constant cross-section
configurations throughout the height of the building. Figure 2 shows the plan and elevation details of the generic
building, Model A; whereas, Table 2 presents its configurations and reinforcement details.

For the study of the effects of variation of the column stiffness along the height of the building, two other
case studies, in addition to the generic case, are investigated. Those cases, namely Models B and C, represent
cases where column cross sections and reinforcement are the same as those of Model A, at the base columns
only, while they are steadily decreased along the height. The configurations of connecting beams for Models B
and C are kept constant; i.e. the same as those of Model A. Model B represents an intermediate case between
Models A and C, where the stiffness of the columns is gradually decreased till the stiffness of the top columns
reaches 0.25 that of column stiffness at its base. Therefore, we call Model B as the controlled column stiffness
model. Model C represents a limiting case in which the top column configurations are chosen such that they
represent the least values in order to just satisfy the gravity load requirements (i.e. deal load and live loads). 
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Table 1: Characteristics of different classes of natural Ground Motions (PEER, 2000).

* A: Deep broad, B: Sallow stiff, C: Rock, D: Deep narrow, E: Soft deep
** PGA is the peak ground acceleration in terms of g ? A
*** PGV is the peak ground velocity in terms of m/s ? V

Fig. 1: Average response spectrum of selected natural ground motion sets.

For the study of the effects of the stiffness and steel ratio of the connecting beams on the overall seismic
behavior of buildings, additional four cases to the generic model are investigated. The stiffness of the connecting
beams in those cases represents 0.5, 1.5, 2.0 and 4.0 times that of the generic building model.  However, when
investigating the results obtained from this study, it was found that the major effects are due to varying the steel
ratios of connecting beams rather than the inertia of those beams. Hence, the results presented in the section of
results and discussion, are only those due to the effects of varying the steel ratios of the connecting beams. Four
cases of steel ratios (a) are investigated in addition to the generic model; these cases are for (a) =0.5, 1.0 (generic
model), 1.5, 2.0 and 4.0.
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Table 2: Configuration and reinforcement details of generic Model A.
Item Member Cross sectional area (cmxcm) Reinforcement Details

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Longitudinal Bars Ties

1 Column C1 75x75 26#16 mm #8 mm @ 200 mm
2 Column C2 50x50 12#16 mm #8 mm @ 200 mm
3 Beam B 25x75 5#16 mm (Top & Bot.) #8 mm @ 200 mm

Fig. 2: Configuration of generic model of sample building.

Damage and Structuarl Performance States:
Damage quantification has been the main issue for number of studies(Park, 1986; Reinhorm, 1995; Kunnath,

1992; Kircher, 1997) and (Karim and Yamazaki, 2003). The Park and Ang Damage index, proposed by Park et
al. [13], had been widely used and accepted in many studies; it was implemented in computer program IDARC2D
V.6.1 (IDARC2D, 2006), as the main damage indicator. In the current study, the Park and Ang Damage index,
is employed to assess the damage state of the building model. The value of the damage index correlates to the
damage state of the building, as presented in Table 3. Five damage states of building are identified, namely, none,
slight, minor, moderate and severe. The Park and Ang damage index is defined as a mathematical model for
quantitative description of the damage state of the structures; it is expressed as the linear combination of
normalized maximum deformation and hysteretic energy dissipation:
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In which δm is the maximum deformation of the element, δu is the ultimate deformation and β is a model

constant parameter. I dEh is the hysteretic energy absorbed by the element during the earthquake, and Py is the
yield strength of the element. The global damage index for part or all of a structure is the average of the relevant
local indices, weighted by the corresponding local energy absorptions:

  (2)

  (3)

Where li is the energy weighting factors; and Ei is the total absorbed energy by the component or story “i”.
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Table 3: Park-Ang damage index limit states (Park, 1986).
Damage State Descriptions Damage Index State of Building
None Sporadic occurrence of cracking > 0.1 No Damage
Slight Minor cracks; partial crushing of concrete in columns 0.1-0.25 Minor Damage
Minor Large cracks; spalling of concrete in weaker elements 0.25-0.4 Repairable
Moderate Ext. crushing of concrete; disclosure of buckled RFT 0.4-1.0 Beyond Repair
Severe Partial or total collapse of building <1.0 Loss of Building

Nonlinear Time History Analysis: 
Nonlinear time-history analysis is employed to evaluate the seismic response of the sample buildings. Due

to the regular plan and symmetric distribution of mass and stiffness of the sample buildings, the torsion effects
will be negligible. Accordingly, these buildings can be analyzed independently in two lateral directions.
Therefore, two-dimensional nonlinear time history dynamic analysis, of a typical interior frame of the each model,
is performed using the computer program IDARC2D V.6.1 (IDARC2D, 2006). A time step of 0.001s and a 5%
Rayleigh proportional damping are selected. The analysis takes into account the P-delta effects. Effects of infill
walls on the system stiffness are neglected. The effects of material nonlinearity are considered in the analysis
through proper selection of material constitutive relationships that describe the inelastic and cyclic material
behavior. A smooth hysteretic model is utilized to model the elastic-yield transition and the shape of unloading.
This hysteretic model incorporates stiffness degradation, strength deterioration, non-symmetric response, slip-lock
and a tri-linear monotonic envelope. The overall and story damage indices are calculated for each investigated
case; story damage index represents those associated with story columns and beams. Displacement controlled
capacity curves are as well generated for each case. Verifications of test results, using the analytical models
available in IDARC were confirmed by a number of studies (Kunnath, 1992) and (Bracci, 1992). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 3 to 15 demonstrate the expected variation in the dynamic properties and seismic behavior of the
investigated models, with the parameters studied. Variation of the mode periods, total displacement, base and
story shear, drift ratios, damage indices for columns, beams and for the overall structure and finally the capacity
curves, are presented in those figures. The depicted relations, in those figures, are thoroughly investigated in order
to highlight the effects of proper selection of stiffness coefficients of both columns and beams on the overall
seismic behaviour of the structures.

Figure 3 depicts the variation of the fundamental periods of the different models with the change of the steel
ratios of the connecting beams. The figure demonstrates almost linear relations, in which the fundamental periods
steadily decrease with the increase of the steel ratios. The period of mode #1 of the generic Model A (period
=1.464s, a=1) decreases by almost 25% with the increase of the steel ratio by four times (period #1= 1.102s, a
=4), as shown in Figure 3.a. Similar behavior is noticed for higher modes of Model A (Figure 3.a), as well as
for Models B and C, shown in figure 3.b. It should be noted that with the decrease of fundamental periods, the
structure becomes more rigid; in addition, it becomes subjected to higher spectral accelerations, as it moves more
to the left part of Figure 1. On the other hand, reducing the column stiffness, along the height, for Models B and
C will generally lead to higher fundamental periods and consequently more flexible structure, when compared
to Model A.  Almost 10% increase is expected, in the fundamental periods of Model C, when compared to that
of Model A; the comparable increase in the fundamental periods of Model B is within 2 to 2.5%.

Figure 4 illustrates the variation of maximum response of total displacement, along the height of Model A,
with the steel ratio (a) of the connecting beams. The maximum response represents the peak displacement
obtained by scanning the whole duration of time history of total displacement of each story of the model building.
The figure depicts the significant reduction in total displacement of the building with the increase of steel ratio
of connecting beams. The total displacement decreases by almost 60% with the increase of steel ratio by 4 times
that of the generic model. The figure also shows analogous behavior for all cases except that for the case of (a)
=0.5. The significant reduction in steel ratio, for the case of (a) =0.5, has led to extremely flexible structure,
resulting in the depicted behavior. Figure 5 shows trivial difference between the maximum response of total
displacement obtained for the three models (A, B and C) representing the different cases of column stiffness.
Therefore, it can be concluded that varying the column stiffness, along the height of the building model, has
minimum effects on the maximum total displacement of the building. It should be noted that Models A, B and
C have the same values of column stiffness at the base of each model; while having different scenarios of varying
column stiffness along the height, as stated earlier.
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Figure 6 demonstrates the effects of varying the steel ratios of the connecting beams on the maximum story
shear of Model C; the story shear is represented as a ratio of total weight of building. The figure shows that the
maximum response of base shear is almost doubled with the increase of the steel ratio of connecting beams by
four times; compare curves for (a) =1 and 4. The substantial increase in the steel ratios, and consequently, the
stiffness of connecting beams is considered the main reason for such behavior. The maximum story shear of
Models A and b, not presented herein, shows analogous trend and comparable values.

The variation of maximum response of base shears for Models A, B and C, with the steel ratios of
connecting beams, is illustrated in Figure 7. The figure shows that varying the column stiffness, along the height,
would have minor effects on the base shear. Finally, the figure confirms the relationship in which the increase
in the steel ratios of connecting beams will lead to the increase in the base shear, for all the investigated models.

Fig. 3: Variation of fundamental periods with the steel ratio of connecting beams.

Fig. 4: Variation of maximum to–tal displacement of Model A with the steel ratios of connecting beams.

Fig. 5: Effects of variation of column inertia, along the height, on the total displacement ratios.
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Fig. 6: Variation of maximum story shear of Model C with the steel ratios of connecting beams.

Figure 8 depicts the variation of maximum drift ratios, along the height of the building, with the steel ratios
of the connecting beams, for the three investigated models. In general, the increase in the steel ratios, and hence
the stiffness, of the connecting beams will result in reducing the maximum drift ratios in most of the examined
cases; exception for this behavior may occur as well in some cases. Figure 8.a illustrates the maximum drift ratios
for Model A, in which analogous behavior, with varying values, is depicted in all cases except for (a) =0.5.

Fig. 7: Variation of total base shear ratio with steel ratio of connecting beams, for different models.

The significant reduction in stiffness of connecting beams in case of (a) =0.5, when compared to that of
columns of generic Model A, results in higher drift ratios in the upper stories than those in other lower stories.
This behavior is contradicting to that depicted for other cases of steel ratios (a =1, 1.5, 2 and 4), where the
highest drift ratios occur in stories lying from 1/3 to 1/2 the height of the building. Similar behavior is depicted,
for Model B presented in Figure 8.b, for the cases of (a) =1, 1.5 and 2.  For the case of (a =4), the highest drift
ratios occur in the upper stories rather than in the lower stories; this behavior is attributed to the significant
increase of the stiffness of the connecting beams compared to that of the columns in those upper stories. Such
behavior is depicted, as well, in the cases of (a =2 and 4) in Figure 8.c, where further reduction in column
stiffness of Model C, in the upper stories, have been made. For those cases, the maximum drift ratios, in top
floors, may reach as high as four times those occurring in the mid-height stories of the generic model. Therefore,
the significant increase of the stiffness of the connecting beams in the top stories, compared to that of the
columns, must be avoided, since it may endanger the safety of the building.  Finally, Figures 8.b and 8.c show
an increase to the range of stories, that experience high drift ratios for the case of (a =0.5) compared to the other
cases; this range extends from the mid-height story to almost the top story.

Figure 9 highlights the effects of varying the column stiffness, where the maximum drift ratios along the
height of the generic building (Model A) are compared to those of Models B and C, for the case of (a =1). For
those cases, variation of column stiffness would mainly affect the maximum drift ratios in range from 1/3 to 1/2
of the building height. A maximum of almost 10% increase in the drift ratios is expected when comparing results
of Model C to those of Model A.     
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Figure 10 demonstrates the effects of varying the steel ratios of the connecting beams on the maximum drift
ratios at the top and at the mid-height floors, for the Models A, B and C. In general, the drift ratios at the mid-
height are much larger than those at the top floor, for most of the examined cases for Models A and B (Figures
10.a and 10.b). These figures show that increasing the steel ratios (a$1) will have insignificant effects on the drift
ratios at the top floor of Models A and B. On the other hand, reducing a to be half that of the generic model (a
=0.5), will result in substantial increase in the drift ratios of the top floors; thus it may endanger the safety of
the building. The behavior of Model C, presented in Figure 10.c, shows contradicting performance to that of
Models A and B; where drift ratios of top floor are much higher than those at mid-height floor, for all the values
of (a>1.5). The drift ratio at the top floor, for the case of (a =4), may reach as high as ten times that recorded
at mid height stories for the same case. Such behavior would certainly endanger the safety of the building. This
behavior is believed to be due to the reduced stiffness of columns, compared to that of connecting beams, for
Model C.

Figure 11 depicts the variation of damage indices of columns, along the height of Models A, B and C, with
the steel ratio of the connecting beams. Figure 11.a shows that base columns of Model A, experience the highest
damage indices, compared to those at upper stories. In general, increasing the steel ratios of connecting beams,
results in significant reduction in damage indices of base columns for most of the examined cases. Exception for
this rule occurs for the case of  a =0.5, where reducing the steel ratio of beams leads to reduction in the damage
indices of base columns. This contradicting behavior is believed to be due to the significant reduction in the
overall stiffness of the model for this particular case, which results in increasing the structure period; and hence,
reduce the base shear subjected to the base columns. Figure 11.a shows also that stories from the second (story
#2) till almost the mid-height of the model (story #7) experience minor damage indices; it should be noted that
these stories experience the highest drift ratios (Figure 8.a). Stories located at the third quarter of the height
experience some increase in column damage, compared to those of stories located at the second or the fourth
quarter of building height. The column damage indices of Model B, presented in Figure 11.b, shows similar trend,
with varying values, for the variation of column damage indices along the height, for the cases (a =1, 1.5 and
2).  The increased stiffness of beams of model B, compared to that of columns located at the upper stories, for
the case of (a =4), results in significant increase in damage indices of columns at those stories; the column
damage indices at those stories may be higher than those at base columns. Similar behavior to the case of (a =4),
is shown for the case of (a =0.5), where stories located at the third and fourth quarters of model height, may be
as great as those at base columns. Therefore, it can be concluded that the great increase or decrease in stiffness
of connecting beams should be avoided since it may lead to high damage indices for columns located at upper
stories. Similar behavior to that of Model B, is depicted for Model C, presented in Figure 11.c, with the exception
that damage indices of upper story columns are substantially higher than those at base, for the case of (a =4),
as well as for the case of (a =2). Damage index at top story columns may be as four times as those at base
columns. Therefore, it can be concluded that the case of reduced stiffness of columns, represented in Model A,
when combined with an increase in the steel ratios, and hence, the stiffness of the connecting beams, should be
avoided since it leads to this abnormal behavior, where upper story columns are more vulnerable than base
columns.

Figure 12 depicts the effects of variation of column stiffness, along the height of Models A, B and C, on
damage indices of story columns, for the case of (a =1). The figure shows minor changes for the damage indices
at base columns of Models A and B; that is models having constant or controlled reduction in column stiffness
along the height. The increased flexibility of the limiting case of Model C, compared to that of Models A and
B, results in noticeable reduction of almost 25% in damage indices at base columns.  However, a significant
increase in damage indices for top columns of Model C is noticed when compared to those of Models A and B.
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Fig. 8: Variation of maximum drift ratios along the heights of different models with steel ratios of connecting
beams.

Figure 13 depicts the variation of overall damage indices for the different models with the steel ratios of
connecting beams. The damage state limits are presented to the right hand side of the figure. The figure shows
that all models is expected to experience minor damage if steel ratio is reduced to (a =0.5). Increasing the steel
ratios will lead to reducing the overall damage indices; and hence, all models are expected to experience Slight
or No damage. It should be noted that the selected input excitation represents moderate ground motion with
M=6.1, PGA=0.476g; for stronger ground motions, all models are expected to experience higher damage states.
On the other hand, the figure shoes negligible reduction in the overall damage index of Model A for the cases
(a$1.5); whereas such behavior is shown for Model C, for the range of (a$2).  Therefore, it can be concluded
that increasing the steel ratios of beams, over these limits of a, has minor effects on the overall damage index
of the building; hence it will not greatly enhance the overall seismic behavior of the building. Finally, the figure
shows almost similar trend for the variation of damage indices of Models B and C. Thus, the damage indicator,
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represented herein as the overall damage index, could not grasp the varying behavior of Models B and C.
Therefore, the need to investigate the damage indices for story columns and connecting beams for these models
is essential.

Fig. 9: Effects of variation of column stiffness, along the height, on the maximum drift ratios, for (a =1).

Fig. 10: Effects of variation of steel ratios in connecting beams on the maximum drift ratios for the
different models.
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Fig. 11: Variation of damage index of columns along the height, for the investigated models.

Fig. 12: Effects of variation of column stiffness, along the height of Models A, B and C, on damage index of
columns, for (BOL97\f"Symbol"\s12 =1).

Figure 14 depicts the variation of the damage indices of story columns and beams together with the overall
damage indices of Models A, b and C, with the steel ratio of the connecting beams; these relations are presented
at particular locations of the models, that is at the base floor, at 1/3 of height and at the top floor of each model.
The 1/3 of height location is chosen since it represents stories subjected to highest values of drift ratios (Figures
8 and 9). It should be noted that the values of the overall damage index of each model, and its variation with
the steel ratios of beams, is the same irrespective to the location of the story, and whether it lies at the base or
the top floor of the model. Figure 14.a shows similar trend for the variation of damage indices of both columns
and beams at base of Model A, with the steel ratio of connecting beams. Increasing the steel ratios of beams
would 

Fig. 13: Variation of overall damage indices of different models with steel ratio of beams.
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Fig. 14: Variation of damage indices of columns and beams, at particular stories, as well as the overall damage
index, with steel ratios of connecting beams for Models A, B and C. 

result in reduction in damage indices for all the cases of (a>1.0). In addition, for the case of increased flexibility
of Model A (a=0.5), the damage ratios of base columns are as well reduced when compared to that of case
(a=1.0). Figures 14.b and c show that columns, located at 1/3 of building height and at top of model, have minor
damage indices; whereas, beams at 1/3  of building height, suffer the highest damage indices. Similar behavior
to that of Model A, is depicted for Model B, presented in Figures 14.d, e and f. Columns, located at the top floor
of Model C (Figure 14.i), show contradicting behavior; these columns suffer high damage indices with the
increase of steel ratios of connecting beams. Again, this behavior is mainly attributed to the increased stiffness
of beams, compared to those of columns, particularly at the top floors of Model C.  Therefore, it can be
concluded that increasing the stiffness of beams while reducing that of columns, may endanger the safety of the
building. It should be noted that such a conclusion could not be stated by reviewing only the overall damage
index of the model (figure 13). 

Figure 15.a depicts typical displacement controlled capacity curves of Model A, for the different considered
cases of steel ratios of connecting beams. The capacity curve displays the relationship between the base shear
coefficients (V/W) with the top displacement of the model. The figure shows the increase in the overall stiffness
of the model (slope of the linear portion of capacity curve) and the maximum base shear coefficient with the
increase in the steel ratio of connecting beams. The capacity curves for Models A, B and C are depicted in Figure
15.b for the case of (a=1.0). The figure shows that Model A has higher overall stiffness, in the linear portion of
curve, than that of Model B or C. For the non-linear portion of curves, the increased flexibility of Models B and
C, leads to higher values of base shear coefficients.
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Fig. 15: Displacement controlled capacity curves of investigated model.

Conclusions:
The present study is limited to regular buildings having 12 story height, which represent the majority of the

building stock currently built in EGYPT. The following conclusions may be stated:  
1. Increasing the steel ratio of connecting beams would generally lead to the followings:
C Reduce the fundamental periods of the structure; thus, it becomes subjected to higher spectral accelerations

and consequently higher values of base shear. The base shear may be doubled for the increase of steel ratio
by 4 times.

C Decrease the maximum response of total displacement of a building; a decrease of 60% is noticed for the
case of increasing of steel ratio by 4 times.

C Decrease the drift ratios at mid-height stories. 
C Has insignificant effects on the drift ratios at top floors for cases of constant columns (Model A) and

controlled reduction of columns (Model B).  
C Decrease the range or the number of stories that experience high drift ratios.
C Reduce the overall damage indices for all of the investigated models. However, increasing the steel ratios

of beams over than certain limit, has minor effects on the overall damage index of the building, and
consequently, will not greatly enhance the overall behavior of the building; this limit ranges from a=1.5 for
Model A, to a=2 for Model C.

2. Reducing the column stiffness, along the height of a building, would generally lead to:
C An increase the fundamental periods of the structure; consequently, it becomes more flexible than structures

that have constant columns along the height. 
C Minor effects on the maximum total displacement of the building.
C Minor effects on the total base shear of the building. 
3. Increasing the relative stiffness of the connecting beams, compared to that of columns in the upper floors

of a building, must be avoided since it may result in substantial high values of drift ratios coupled with high
damage indices for columns located at those floors.

4. The maximum drift ratios would generally occur in stories lying from 1/3 to 1/2 of the building height.
However, exceptions may occur in some cases, when drift ratios at upper stories become greater than those
at mid-height stories; these cases occur when:

C Significant reduction is made to steel ratios of connecting beam.
C Significant reduction is made in the column stiffness compared to that of the connecting beams.
5. The highest damage indices for beams of building occur at stories that are subjected to the highest values

of drift ratios, that are stories lying from 1/3 to 1/2 the height of building.
6. A maximum of 10% increase in the drift ratios of mid-height stories is expected, if the column stiffness is

reduced along the height of the building.
7. The limiting case of reduced stiffness of columns (Model C), should be avoided specially when combined

with an increase in the steel ratios, and hence, the stiffness of the connecting beams. For this case, an
abnormal behavior would occur, where upper story columns become much more vulnerable than base
columns; thus endangering the safety of the building. 

8. The highest damage indices for columns of building occur at the:
C Base columns for models having constant or controlled reduction of column stiffness (i.e. Models A and B).
C Top columns for the limiting case of Model C, representing the least values of column stiffness. 
9. To assess the damage potential of a building, not only the overall damage index should be investigated, but

also the damage indices for story columns and story connecting beams.
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